Team Leaders Meeting Minutes 30.6.2017
- Q: One bus went wrong way to the start quarantine today (it did not
reach the start quarantine directly) and the time of travel was a bit
longer. A: We will try to avoid this in the next days. We will prepare more
detailed maps and instructions for the drivers and organizers. Also, the
way to the next competition areas is simpler and shorter.
- Q: Some of the competitors claim that their SIs are not working
properly (they do not beep long enough and loud enough). A: We
checked all the returned Sis and all of them were working properly.
There will be an organizer with test SI units in the start quarantine
tomorrow. All competitors can verify there that their SI is working
properly before their start. In case of issues, they can change their SIs
there.
- Q: Since the start corridors were quite long today, the start clock was
not visible from the beginning of the corridor. A: The corridors will be
shorter tomorrow, we will make sure that the clock will be visible.
- Q: Will there be some tents in the start quarantine and the finish area?
The weather forecast is quite bad. A: Yes, there will be about 20 tents in
the finish area and several tents also in the start quarantine.
- Q: The bags from the start quarantine were not transported to the finish
in the order in which they were left for the transport. A: We will try to
address this issue tomorrow.
- Q: Will there be a spectator control tomorrow? A: No, only radio
controls.
- Q: Will there be any refreshments tomorrow? In which part of the
course? A: According to the rules. There will be several of them.
- Q: Are the refreshments located on the control points? A: No.
- Q: Some of the competitors were using mobile phones in the start
quarantine (in the bus, which was already the start quarantine). A: The
organizer will check this tomorrow. Everyone is responsible for keeping
the fair play rules.
-Q: Is it possible to return to the start quarantine from the warm up area?
A: The warm up area (warm up map) is inside of the start quarantine,
competitors are always inside of the start quarantine.
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- Q: In case of bad weather, will it be possible to return from the finish
area earlier then stated in the Bulletin? A: In case of very bad weather,
organizer will try to manage that and inform you via speakers.
- Q: How will be the dinner at the friendship party organized? Will it be
possible to leave earlier then as stated in the Bulletin? A: Grilled meals
will be served outside of the building. In case of bad weather, it will be
served inside. Everyone can leave earlier, but they must use their own
transport, or public transport / taxi.
- Q: The team of Netherlands has only one competitor, who will start in
the 4th start group tomorrow. Can the official of the Netherlands team
travel with him tomorrow? A: Team leaders during the meeting agreed
with the proposal as an exception for the Netherlands team.
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